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EQUIDISTRIBUTION OF SADDLE CONNECTIONS
ON TRANSLATION SURFACES

BENJAMIN DOZIER

ABSTRACT. Fix a translation surface X , and consider the measures on X com-
ing from averaging the uniform measures on all the saddle connections of
length at most R. Then, as R →∞, the weak limit of these measures exists
and is equal to the area measure on X coming from the flat metric. This im-
plies that, on a rational-angled billiard table, the billiard trajectories that start
and end at a corner of the table are equidistributed on the table. We also show
that any weak limit of a subsequence of the counting measures on S1 given
by the angles of all saddle connections of length at most Rn , as Rn →∞, is in
the Lebesgue measure class. The proof of the equidistribution result uses the
angle result, together with the theorem of Kerckhoff-Masur-Smillie that the
directional flow on a surface is uniquely ergodic in almost every direction.

1. INTRODUCTION

Consider a polygonal billiard table, with a frictionless billiard ball bouncing
around inside according to the rule that, when it hits a side, angle of incidence
equals angle of reflection. This is a much studied dynamical system that exhibits
rich and complicated behavior, and it can be seen as a model for basic physical
systems, such as a gas molecule bouncing around in a box. When the ball hits a
corner of the table, its future trajectory is not well-defined, and this presence of
singular trajectories is in some sense responsible for the complicated behavior
of the system. It is thus of interest to study these singular trajectories, and in
particular, to study the finite length “corner-corner” trajectories that both start
and end at a corner.

In the case where all the angles of the billiard table are rational, many special
techniques are available to study the system. There is an unfolding construction
due to Fox-Kershner [10] and Katok-Zemljakov [20], which involves taking many
copies of the original rational billiard table and assembling them into a closed
surface with a flat structure, called a translation surface. The billiard trajectories
on the original table, each of which consists of many straight segments meeting
at angles, correspond to completely straight trajectories on the translation sur-
face. The flat structure has finitely many singular points, and the straight lines
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that start and end at singular points, called saddle connections, correspond to
corner-corner trajectories on the billiard table.

The main result of this paper (Theorem 1.1) is that the set of saddle connec-
tions becomes equidistributed on any translation surface. This implies that, on
a rational billiard table, the set of corner-corner trajectories is equidistributed
on the table. A similar result also holds for periodic billiard trajectories (that
don’t hit corners) on rational billiard tables (see Remark 1.4).

The proof involves translating the question about long saddle connections
on an individual translation surface into a question about bounded length sad-
dle connections on varying surfaces; this is an instance of the philosophy of
renormalization. The process of varying the surface corresponds to an action of
SL2(R) on the space of translation surfaces.

1.1. Basic definitions. A translation surface is a pair X = (M ,ω), where M is a
Riemann surface, and ω is a holomorphic 1-form. At a finite set Σ, the form
ω has zeroes. Away from its zeroes, ω defines a flat (Euclidean) metric. The
metric has a conical singularity of cone angle 2(n + 1)π at each zero of order
n. We will assume throughout that the genus of M is at least 2, which implies
that the set of singular points is non-empty. When we write X , we will often
mean the surface endowed with this metric. The area with respect to the flat
metric defines a measure λ on X , which we will refer to as area measure, or
simply area. An important class of translation surfaces are those arising from
polygonal billiard tables with rational angles via unfolding.

Our primary objects of study are saddle connections, which are geodesic seg-
ments that start and end at zeroes (we allow the endpoints to coincide), with no
zeroes on the interior of the segment. For each saddle connection s, the integral
of the 1-form ω along s gives an element of C, the holonomy vector, which car-
ries the information of the length |s| of s as well as its direction angle(s) (relative
to the horizontal direction).

We can also consider closed loops not hitting zeroes that are geodesic with
respect to the flat metric. Whenever there is one of these, there will always be
a continuous family of parallel closed geodesic loops with the same length. We
refer to a maximal such family as a cylinder. Every cylinder is bounded by a
union of saddle connections parallel to the cylinder.

The bundle ΩMg of holomorphic 1-forms over Mg (the moduli space of
genus g Riemann surfaces), with zero section removed, can be thought of as
the moduli space of translation surfaces. This bundle breaks up into strata
of translation surfaces that have the same multiplicities of the zeroes of ω. We
denote by H (m1, . . . ,mk ) the stratum of surfaces of area 1 with k zeroes of order
m1, . . . ,mk .

For more information about the theory of translation surfaces, including the
connection to rational billiards, many survey articles are available, such as [21]
and [19].

1.2. Main results. The first result concerns equidistribution of saddle connec-
tions on the surface.
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THEOREM 1.1. Given a saddle connection s, let µs be the probability measure
on X that is uniform on s (i.e., the measure of any subset is proportional to the
linear measure of the intersection with s). Let µR be the average of the µs over
all s of length at most R. Then as R →∞, µR converges weakly to area measure
on X .

In particular, the result applies to any translation surface arising from un-
folding of a polygonal billiard table with all angles rational. The result implies
that, on such a table, if a player takes the shortest shot that starts and ends
at a corner, then the next shortest, and so on, the table will get worn evenly
(asymptotically).

FIGURE 1. Saddle connections of length at most R = 7 on a
genus two translation surface (opposite sides are identified), in
units where the height of the figure is approximately 2. The
thickness of each saddle connection is drawn inversely propor-
tional to its length (so the total amount of “paint” used to draw
a saddle connection is independent of its length). This choice
of thickness is meant to represent the measures µs , which are
all probability measures, in Theorem 1.1. That theorem says
that, as the length bound R goes to infinity, the picture will be
uniformly colored. This picture was generated with the help of
Ronen Mukamel’s triangulated_surfaces SAGE package.
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REMARK 1.2. Note that the measures µs corresponding to individual saddle
connections do not necessarily become equidistributed as |s| → ∞. For in-
stance, construct a surface that has a cylinder whose closure is a proper subset
of the surface, take a saddle connection contained in the cylinder crossing from
boundary to boundary, and then take Dehn twists of this saddle connection
about a circumference curve of the cylinder. See Figure 2. This gives a family
of longer and longer saddle connections, but they all live in the cylinder, so the
corresponding measures µs will give zero mass to the complement.

FIGURE 2. Opposite sides of the polygon are identified to give
a genus two translation surface. A cylinder is shown, together
with a long saddle connection contained in that cylinder.

Theorem 1.1 can be generalized to any quadratically growing collection of
saddle connections.

THEOREM 1.3. Let S be a subset of the set of saddle connections on X , let NS(R)
be the number of elements of S of length at most R, and let µR,S be the average
of the uniform measures µs over all s ∈ S of length at most R. Suppose there is
some constant c such that NS(R) ≥ cR2 for all R. Then, as R →∞, µR,S converges
weakly to area measure on X .

The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 1.1; we give a few com-
ments on the modifications needed after the proof of Theorem 1.1.

REMARK 1.4. We also have a version of Theorem 1.1 for cylinders: given a cylin-
der c on X , let σc be the probability measure on X that is proportional to the
restriction of the area measure to c. Let σR be the average of the σc over all
c of length at most R. Then, as R →∞, σR converges weakly to area measure
on X . This immediately gives a new proof that the set of periodic geodesics
on X is a dense subset of X , which was first proved by Boshernitzan-Galperin-
Krüger-Troubetzkoy [2] (for surfaces coming from unfolding billiards on rational
polygons), using quite different methods. We could also take σc to be any prob-
ability measure on X that is supported on and uniform over some individual
periodic geodesic that is part of the cylinder, then take σR to be the average
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of the σc over all c corresponding to periodic geodesics of length at most R,
and conclude that σR converges weakly to area measure on X . The proofs of
these results are almost exactly the same as that of Theorem 1.1, so we will only
give the proof of Theorem 1.1 (one also needs as input Masur’s quadratic lower
bound for cylinders, [12, Theorems 1 and 2]).

One can also ask whether the angles of saddle connections on every surface
X become equidistributed on S1 as the saddle connections become longer and
longer. We do not resolve this question, but the theorem below says that in a
certain sense the distribution of the angles can’t be too far from the Lebesgue
measure on the circle. This result, together with a result of Kerckhoff-Masur-
Smille [11] that the directional flow on a surface is uniquely ergodic in almost
every direction, will be the key ingredients in the proof of Theorem 1.1.

THEOREM 1.5. Let X be a translation surface, and let νR be the probability mea-
sure on S1 given by normalized counting measure on the angles of saddle con-
nections of length at most R on X . Let ν be a weak limit of a subsequence {νRn },
Rn →∞. Then ν is in the measure class of Lebesgue measure on S1.

Proving this theorem involves showing lower and upper bounds on the num-
ber of saddle connections whose angle lies in a given interval; these bounds
are the content of Theorem 1.9 and Theorem 1.8 below. Central to the proof
is the “system of integral inequalities” approach pioneered by Eskin-Margulis-
Mozes [7] in the lattice context, and brought to the translation surfaces context
by Eskin-Masur [6].

REMARK 1.6. Using the “Equidistribution for sectors” result of Eskin-Mirzakhani-
Mohammadi [8, Theorem 2.6], one can show that, assuming the limit of νR ex-
ists as R →∞, then it must be Lebesgue measure. But it is not known whether
the limit exists in general.

REMARK 1.7. All of the results above also hold with a pair X = (M , q), where q is
a holomorphic quadratic differential (also known as a half-translation surface).
This can be seen by taking the orientation double cover, on which q lifts to a
square of a holomorphic 1-form, and applying the results above here. One can
also directly modify the proofs to work for quadratic differentials without much
difficulty.

1.3. Upper and lower bounds. We will derive Theorem 1.5 from the following
more precise upper and lower bounds.

Let N (X ,R, I ) be the number of saddle connections on X of length at most R
whose holonomy angle lies in the interval I ⊂ S1, with N (X ,R) := N (X ,R, [0,2π])
the total number of saddle connections of length at most R.

THEOREM 1.8 (Upper bound). Given H , there exists a constant c2 such that for
any X ∈H and interval I ⊂ S1, there exists a constant R0(X , I ) such that for all
R > R0(X , I ),

N (X ,R, I ) ≤ c2 · |I | ·R2.
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THEOREM 1.9 (Lower bound). Given H , there exists a constant c1 > 0, such that
for any X ∈ H and any interval I ⊂ S1, there exists R0(X , I ) such that for all
R > R0(X , I ),

N (X ,R, I ) ≥ c1 · |I | ·R2.

A somewhat weaker version of the lower bound, where the constant c1 can
depend on the surface X , is proved by Marchese-Treviño-Weil [14, Theorem 1.9,
item (4) and Proposition 4.5].

Proof of Theorem 1.5 (assuming Theorems 1.9 and 1.8). We need to show that
the sets of measure zero are the same with respect to ν and the Lebesgue mea-
sure λ.

Let I be any interval in S1. Then, applying Theorem 1.8 to the numerator and
Theorem 1.9 to the denominator in the limit below, we get

ν(I ) = lim
n→∞νRn (I ) = lim

n→∞
N (X ,Rn , I )

N (X ,Rn)
≤ c2|I |

2πc1X
,

i.e., the ν measure of any interval is at least some fixed constant multiple of the
Lebesgue measure. Since intervals generate the Borel σ-algebra, we have that
ν(E) ≥ c2|E |

2πc1
for all Borel sets E ; in particular if ν(E) = 0, then λ(E) = 0.

On the other hand, applying Theorem 1.9 to the numerator and Theorem 1.8
to the denominator, gives

ν(I ) = lim
n→∞

N (X ,Rn , I )

N (X ,Rn)
≥ c1|I |

2πc2
,

and so we see that, for any Borel set E , if λ(E) = 0, then ν(E) = 0, which com-
pletes the proof. In fact we have shown that not only do the Radon-Nikodym
derivatives of each measure with respect to the other exist, they are also bounded
away from infinity and from 0, with the bounds depending only on the stra-
tum H .

1.4. Analogy with hyperbolic surfaces. Part of the motivation for this work was
to prove analogs of certain classical equidistribution results for geodesics on a
closed hyperbolic surface Y . In particular, an analog of the version of Theo-
rem 1.1 for periodic geodesics (see Remark 1.4) holds for hyperbolic surfaces:
the probability measures on Y coming from averaging the uniform measures
over all periodic geodesics on Y of length at most R tend to the hyperbolic area
measure on Y , as R →∞ [3]. In fact, a stronger result holds: the measures on
the unit tangent bundle T1Y converge to the Liouville measure on T1Y (the
analogous question for translation surfaces is Question 6.2).

In this paper we consider saddle connections and cylinders of periodic geode-
sics. One could also consider flat closed geodesics: for every homotopy class of
closed loop on X , we can tighten the loop to some flat closed geodesic, which
will be either (i) a periodic geodesic that is part of a cylinder (in which case
the geodesic representative is non-unique, since any geodesic in the cylinder is
also a representative), or (ii) a union of saddle connections. These flat closed
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geodesics are not expected to be equidistributed on the surface with respect to
Lebesgue measure.

1.5. Previous work. The study of saddle connections began in earnest with the
work of Masur [12, 13], who showed that, for a fixed X , there are quadratic upper
and lower bounds for the growth of N (X ,R) in terms of R. Veech [16] showed
that in fact there is an exact quadratic asymptotic (i.e., the lower and upper
bounds coincide) for a certain class of surfaces having large symmetry groups,
now known as Veech surfaces. Later, Veech exploited the analogy between a stra-
tum of translation surfaces X and the space of lattices SLn(R)/SLn(Z), to show
that there is a constant, the Siegel-Veech constant, that governs the number of
saddle connections of length at most R, averaged over all surfaces in the stratum
(see [17]). Eskin-Masur [6, Theorem 1.2] showed that almost every surface in the
stratum has exact quadratic growth asymptotics for saddle connections, with
the constant given by the Siegel-Veech constant of the stratum. One of the key
inputs is an ergodic theorem of Nevo [15] that gives equidistribution of large
circles in H centered at almost every point.

Vorobets showed that for almost every X in a stratum H , the angles of saddle
connections become equidistributed, i.e., the measures νR defined in Theo-
rem 1.5 converge to Lebesgue measure on S1 [18, Theorem 1.9].

1.6. Outline.

• In Section 2 on upper bounds, we state Proposition 2.1, a key technical
tool related to recurrence of pieces of SL2(R) orbits, and then derive Theo-
rem 1.8 (Upper bound) assuming this proposition, following the Eskin-
Masur approach.

• In Section 3, we derive Theorem 1.9 (Lower bound). We follow a strategy
pioneered by Masur, and the proof uses Theorem 1.8 (Upper bound) as
a blackbox. This section is otherwise independent of Section 2 and later
sections.

• Section 4 derives Theorem 1.1 (Equidistribution) from Theorem 1.5 on an-
gle measures, using disintegration of measure and the result of Kerckhoff-
Masur-Smillie.

• Finally in Section 5 we prove the technical Proposition 2.1 using the “sys-
tem of integral inequalities” approach.

• Section 6 presents some open questions related to the theorems we prove.

2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.8 (UPPER BOUND)

We will use the Eskin-Masur counting strategy (see [6]; an overview of the
main ideas is given in [9]). We do everything with arcs instead of the whole circle.
Even though we are interested in saddle connections on an individual surface,
we will end up studying the moduli space of translation surfaces. The guiding
philosophy is to translate the question about saddle connections of growing
length on a fixed translation surface into a question about saddle connections
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of bounded length on a varying family of surfaces (this idea is often referred to
as a type of “renormalization”).

Action of SL2(R). There is an action of SL2(R) on each stratum H of translation
surfaces which will play a central role in our discussion. To see the action, we
first observe that by cutting along saddle connections, we can represent every
translation surface as a set of polygons in the plane, such that every side is
paired up with a parallel side of equal length. Since SL2(R) acts on polygons
in the plane, preserving the property of a pair of sides being parallel and equal
length, the group acts on the space of translation surfaces. We will work mostly
with elements of the following form:

g t =
(
e−t 0

0 e t

)
, rθ =

(
cosθ −sinθ
sinθ cosθ

)
.

The g t generate Teichmüller geodesics, while the action of rθ rotates the vertical
direction by angle θ.

We first state a proposition that is the key technical tool, and whose proof
(given in Section 5) will take up most of the paper.

Let `(X ) denote the length of the shortest saddle connection on X .

PROPOSITION 2.1. Fix H , and 0 < δ< 1/2. There is a function α : H →R and a
constant b such that for any interval I ⊂ S1 there exists a constant cI such that
for any X ∈H , ∫

I

1

`(gT rθX )1+δdθ < cI ·e−(1−2δ)Tα(X )+b · |I |,

for all T ≥ 0.

Some related results appear in [6, Theorem 5.2 and Proposition 7.2]. The
new elements here are (i) integration over a fixed interval of angles, rather than
the whole interval or a changing interval, and (ii) the resulting additive term
b · |I |. This proposition is also the key tool needed to prove a result on conver-
gence of Siegel-Veech constants in [5]; for that application it is essential that the
constant b does not depend on the surface X . For all applications, it is crucial
that the function α does not depend on T . Section 5 is devoted to proof of
this proposition, and a generalization, using the “system of integral inequalities”
approach.

The proposition should be thought of as a recurrence result for arcs of g t rθ
“circles”. It says that such arcs centered about a point do not have too much
mass in the “thin” part of the stratum (the part where there is a short saddle
connection). If the center point is itself deep in the thin part, then the radius of
the circle containing the arc needs to be taken to be large.

We now state several intermediate lemmas that we use to execute the Eskin-
Masur counting strategy.
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LEMMA 2.2. For any surface X ∈H and interval I ⊂ S1, we can find an interval
I ′ ⊂ S1 with |I ′| = |I |, such that

N (X ,R, I )−N (X ,R/2, I ) ≤ 2R2
∫

I ′
N (g logR rθX ,2)dθ.

This is a modification of [6, Proposition 3.5], which deals with the case where
I is the whole circle.

Proof. Consider the “annular wedge” region

W = {
(r cosθ,r sinθ) : 1/2 ≤ r ≤ 1, |θ| ≤π/4} ⊂R2 }

Let f :R2 →R be the indicator function of this region. See Figure 3.

FIGURE 3. Regions used in proof of Lemma 2.2

The idea of the proof is to apply g−1
t to this region, which makes it long and

thin, and to rotate using rθ, which will allow us to count vectors with length in
a certain range and angle in I .

Let 2I be the interval with the same center as I and twice the length, and let
t = logR. We then see that for any v ∈R2,∫

2I
f (g t rθv)dθ ≥

{
e−2t if e t /2 ≤ ‖v‖ ≤ e t and angle(v) ∈ I

0 otherwise.

The above holds because f (g t rθv) 6= 0 ⇔ g t rθv ∈ W ⇔ rθv ∈ g−1
t W, and if this

holds for some θ ∈ I , then it holds for a range of angles of size approximately
2e−2t , which is (approximately) the angle subtended by g−1

t W , as seen from the
origin. We use the weaker inequality that the range of angles has size at least
e−2t , for sufficiently large t . Note that we use 2I instead of I because of edge
effects when angle(v) is close to the boundary of I .
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Now summing over the set Λ(X ) of saddle connection periods for X gives

N (X , I ,e t )−N (X , I ,e t /2) ≤ e2t
∑

v∈Λ(X )

∫
2I

f (g t rθv)dθ

= e2t
∫

2I

( ∑
v∈Λ(X )

f (g t rθv)

)
dθ

≤ e2t
∫

2I
N (g t rθX ,2)dθ,

where in the last inequality we have used the fact that the region W is contained
in the ball of radius 2 centered at the origin. Now split 2I into two equal length
intervals, and let I ′ be the one on which the integral of N (g t rθX ,2) is larger.
Then we get

N (X , I ,e t )−N (X , I ,e t /2) ≤ 2e2t
∫

I ′
N (g t rθX ,2),

which is the desired result.

LEMMA 2.3. For any H , R > 0, and δ> 0, there exists a constant C such that for
all X ∈H ,

N (X ,R) ≤ C

`(X )1+δ ,

where `(X ) denotes the length of the shortest saddle connection on X .

The above appears as [6, Theorem 5.1]. We will not reprove it here—the
proof also uses the system of integral inequalities and involves further technical
difficulties.

We are now ready to prove the upper bound.

Proof of Theorem 1.8. Fix X ∈ H , δ > 0, and an interval I ⊂ S1. Applying Lem-
mas 2.2 and 2.3 and then Proposition 2.1, we get that there is an interval I ′ with
|I ′| = |I | such that

N (X ,R, I )−N (X ,R/2, I ) ≤ 2R2
∫

I ′
N (g logR rθX ,2)dθ

≤ 2R2
∫

I ′

C

`(g logR rθX )1+δdθ

≤ 2C ·R2
(
cI ′ ·e−(1−2δ) logRα(X )+b · |I |

)
.

For R sufficiently large (potentially depending on all the other parameters), we
have

N (X ,R, I )−N (X ,R/2, I ) ≤ 4C b ·R2 · |I |.
Note that the constant 4C b does not depend on I . We then get the desired
estimate for N (X ,R, I ) by an easy geometric series argument.
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.9 (LOWER BOUND)

A somewhat weaker statement than Theorem 1.9, namely a quadratic lower
bound for which the constant c1 depends on the surface X , was proven by
Marchese-Treviño-Weil ([14, Theorem 1.9 item (4) and Proposition 4.5]; they
make use of the main results of [4]). One can also prove this weaker version by
closely following the original strategy for proving lower bounds (without restric-
tion on angle) developed by Masur in [12, Sections §1 and §2].

The proof below, which gives a constant depending only on the stratum, is a
hybrid of the techniques of Marchese-Treviño-Weil and those of Masur. The first
part, following Marchese-Treviño-Weil, is to prove a Cesàro type lower bound
for saddle connections, Lemma 3.3 below. The saddle connections are produced
in Lemma 3.2 by considering surfaces deformed by g t , and using the fact that
there is a universal upper bound on the length of the shortest saddle connection
on a translation surface. Then, following Masur, we combine the Cesàro type
lower bound with the quadratic upper bound of Theorem 1.8 to get the desired
lower bound (the quadratic upper bound is used as a blackbox; nothing in its
proof is needed).

We will use the following basic, well-known fact, which gives a universal up-
per bound on the length of the shortest saddle connection.

LEMMA 3.1. For any unit-area translation surface X in any stratum H , we have
the following universal bound on the length of the shortest saddle connection
`(X ):

`(X ) ≤ 2p
π

.

Proof. Pick a singular point q ∈ Σ, and consider the set BR (q) of points of dis-
tance at most R from q in the flat metric. For small R, this gives an embed-
ded topological disk that does not contain any other singular point besides q .
As we increase R, the ball eventually either (i) hits a different singular point
p ∈ Σ, or (ii) the boundary circle intersects itself. Let R0 be the smallest value
for which one of these two events occurs. Now if BR (q) is embedded, then
Area(BR (q)) > πR2 (the area grows like some integral multiple of the area of a
ball in the Euclidean plane, because of the cone angle at the center). On the
other hand, if it is embedded, then Area(BR (q)) ≤ Area(X ) = 1. Hence 1 ≥ πR2

0 ,
and so R0 ≤ 1p

π
.

If (i) occurred, then the geodesic segment through BR (q) connecting q to p
is a saddle connection of length R0. Now suppose (ii) occurs, and z is the point
at which the boundary circle intersects itself, which we can assume is not a sin-
gular point. There are two geodesic segments m1,m2, coming from radii of the
disk, that connect q to z. Now if m1 and m2 have the same angle on the surface,
then the concatenation γ of m1 and m2 is a saddle connection of length 2R0. If
m1,m2 have different angle, then their holonomies (the integral of the 1-form
ω over the path) are not real multiples of each other. The holonomy of the con-
catenation γ is the sum of the holonomies of m1 and m2, and so is non-zero,
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which implies that γ is not a null-homotopic loop, since homotopy preserves
the holonomy. The length of γ is 2R0. Now γ can be tightened to have minimal
length in its homotopy class—the resulting loop will be a concatenation of sad-
dle connections. So there will be some saddle connection in the concatenation
with length at most 2R0.

In all of the cases we get a saddle connection of length at most 2R0 ≤ 2p
π

.

The following result appears as [14, Proposition 4.1, item (1)].

LEMMA 3.2. There exists a constant C such that for any X in any stratum H and
any R sufficiently large (depending on X ), there is a saddle connection s on X
such that angle θ between s and the horizontal direction satisfies

|θ| ≤ C

R|s| .

Proof. The idea is to deform the surface using the diagonal matrix g t , take a
saddle connection on the surface g t X of uniformly bounded length, and the
consider the corresponding saddle connection on X , which will be nearly hori-
zontal.

Let s′ be the shortest saddle connection on g t X , and let s be the saddle con-
nection on X that is the image of s′ under g−1

t . Let s′x , s′y be the x and y com-
ponents of the holonomy vector of s′. The components of the holonomy vector
of s are e t s′x and e−t s′y . Since the set of saddle connection holonomies is in-
variant under v 7→ −v , we can assume that s′x ≥ 0. We will assume that in fact
s′x > 0 (if s′x = 0, then g t X , and hence also X , would necessarily have a vertical
saddle connection; we can rotate very slightly to get rid of the horizontal saddle
connection, and then running the argument with the slightly rotated surface
will produce a saddle connection very close to horizontal on the slightly rotated
surface, which will correspond to a saddle connection on X that is also very
close to horizontal).

By the definition of `(X ), we have(
e−t s′y

)2 + (
e t s′x

)2 = |s|2 ≥ `(X )2.(1)

Now we will suppose that t is large so that e t ≥
p

2
`(X ) · 2p

π
. By Lemma 3.1, s′

has length at most 2p
π

, and hence

e−t s′y ≤ e−t |s′| ≤ e−t 2p
π
≤ `(X )p

2
·
p
π

2
· 2p

π
= `(X )/

p
2,

hence (
e−t s′y

)2 ≤ `(X )2

2
.

Together with (1) this implies that

e t s′x ≥ e−t s′y
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and so we must have

e t s′x ≥ |s|/p2.

Now using this, and the fact that s′y ≤ |s′| ≤ 2/
p
π, we can estimate the angle

θ by

|θ| ≤ tan |θ| =
e−t s′y
e t s′x

≤ e−t ·2/
p
π

|s|/p2
.(2)

Now for R ≥
p

2(2/
p
π)2

`(X ) , choose t such that e t = R
2/
p
π
≥

p
2(2/

p
π)

`(X ) . For such t ,

the condition on e t assumed above is satisfied. Continuing from (2), we get

|θ| ≤ e−t ·2/
p
π

|s|/p2
= 2/

p
π

R
· 2/

p
π

|s|/p2
= 2

p
2/π

R|s| ,

which is the desired result with C = 2
p

2/π.

LEMMA 3.3. There exists an absolute constant c > 0, such that for any X in any
stratum H and any interval I ⊂ S1, there is some R0(X , I ), such that for R >
R0(X , I ), ∑

|s|≤R, angle(s)∈I

1

|s| ≥ c|I |R,

where the sum is taken over saddle connections s on X .

Proof. Let I /4 be the interval with the same center as I , and length |I |/4. For R
sufficiently large, and for each angle α ∈ I /4, we apply Lemma 3.2 to the rotated
surface rαX , which gives a saddle connection s with |s| ≤ R and

|angle(s)−α| < C

R|s| .
Now for R large enough (depending on I ),

|angle(s)−α| < C

R|s| ≤ |I |/4,

and so angle(s) must be in I .
These facts imply that⋃

|s|≤R, angle(s)∈I

{
φ : |angle(s)−φ| < C

R|s|
}
⊃ I /4.

Comparing the lengths of the two sets, it follows that∑
|s|≤R, angle(s)∈I

2C

R|s| ≥ |I |/4,

hence ∑
|s|≤R, angle(s)∈I

1

|s| ≥
1

8C
|I |R,

which gives the desired result with constant c = 1
8C = π

16
p

2
.
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We will combine Lemma 3.3 with the quadratic upper bound via the following
general lemma about sequences adapted from [12, Section §2].

LEMMA 3.4. Given a sequence a1 ≤ a2 ≤ a3 ≤ ·· · of positive real numbers, let
NR = |{ i : ai ≤ R }|, and suppose that there exist positive constants c0,C̄0 such that
for all R sufficiently large

∑
k:ak≤R

1

ak
≥ c0R(3)

and

NR ≤ C̄0R2.(4)

Then for R sufficiently large,

NR ≥ c3R2,(5)

where c3 = c2
0

72C̄0
.

Proof. The idea is to assume the lower bound fails along a subsequence, use
the quadratic upper bound (4) to bound from above the first part of the sum∑

1/ak , for the small ak , and then get a contradiction to (3) by considering a
subsequence where the lower bound (5) fails, and using this to bound above the
remaining later part of the sum

∑
1/ak .

Assume that Ri →∞ is a sequence such that

NRi <
c2

0

72C̄0
R2

i .(6)

We wish to obtain a contradiction to (3); we first bound the first part of the sum
in (3) using the quadratic upper bound (4). For any positive integer `, we have∑

ak≤R/2`

1

ak
≤ ∑

j≥`

NR/2 j −NR/2 j+1

R/2 j+1

≤ F + ∑
j≥`

C̄0(R/2 j )2

R/2 j+1
(by (4))

= F + ∑
j≥`

C̄0R

2 j−1

= F + C̄0R

2`−2
,

(7)

where F is some constant (independent of `) that absorbs the smaller ak that
are below the threshold value of R for which the quadratic upper bound (4) is
guaranteed hold.

Now choose ` such that

C̄0

2`−2
< c0

3
≤ C̄0

2`−3
.(8)
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Now using the bound from (7) for the first part of the sum in (3), and the
assumption (6) to bound the second part gives∑

ak≤Ri

1

ak
= ∑

ak≤Ri /2`

1

ak
+ ∑

Ri /2`<ak≤Ri

1

ak

≤ F + C̄0Ri

2`−2
+ NRi

Ri /2`
(by (7), and definition of NR )

≤ F + c0

3
Ri + 1

Ri /2`
c2

0

72C̄0
R2

i (by (8) and (6))

= F + c0

3
Ri +

c2
0

9C̄0/2`−3
Ri

≤ F + c0

3
Ri +

c2
0

9(c0/3)
Ri (by (8))

= F + 2c0

3
Ri ,

(9)

which contradicts (3) for large i .

We are now ready to prove the desired quadratic lower bound.

Proof of Theorem 1.9. We apply Lemma 3.4 with ak the length of the kth short-
est saddle connection s with angle(s) ∈ I , so that NR = N (X ,R, I ). The first
hypothesis in Lemma 3.4 is satisfied if we take c0 = c|I |, where c is the constant
from Lemma 3.3. The second hypothesis is satisfied with C̄0 = c2|I |, where c2 is
the constant from Theorem 1.8. Then Lemma 3.4 gives that

N (X ,R, I ) ≥ (c|I |)2

72c2|I |
R2 = c2

72c2
|I |R2,

for all R sufficiently large (depending on X and I ). Neither c nor c2 depend on
the surface X (though c2 depends on the stratum H ), so we get the desired
result.

4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1

In the proof we will work with X ′ = X −Σ and the unit tangent bundle T1X ′
(notice that on the tangent spaces over the points of Σ, the inner product in-
duced by the 1-form ω is identically zero, so we cannot sensibly speak of T1X ).
Each saddle connection s gives a probability measure ηs on T1X ′, which is sup-
ported on the set of unit tangent vectors to s (excluding the endpoints), and
characterized by the property that if we take a measurable subset of these tan-
gent vectors to s whose distance from Σ is bounded away from zero, then if
we flow in the direction of s for a small amount of time, the ηs measure of the
image set is the same. We define probability measures ηR by averaging the ηs

over all s of length at most R.
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Idea of proof. Here is the idea, ignoring the issue that the norm on the tangent
bundle to X isn’t properly defined at the singular points Σ, and that there is a
complicated set of tangent vectors that flow into Σ. We argue by contradiction,
and look at the corresponding measures ηR on the unit tangent bundle—we can
find a subsequence that converges to some measure η which does not project
to area measure on X . Since the converging measures come from longer and
longer saddle connections, the limit η will be invariant under the geodesic flow.
Now we disintegrate η along the angle map that takes a unit tangent vector to
its angle in S1; for each θ ∈ S1, this gives a measure on the fiber over θ (the
fiber is identified with X ) that is invariant under the θ directional flow. The
push-forward of the original measure along the angle map is a measure ν on
S1 that is a limit of angle measures νRn , so we can apply Theorem 1.5 to show
that it is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. This means
that the work of Kerckhoff-Masur-Smillie [11] applies: for a.e. θ (with respect to
Lebesgue, and hence to ν), the flow in that direction is uniquely ergodic, and
hence the measure on the fiber over θ must be area measure. The fact that the
fiber measures come from disintegration, and that ν is the push-forward of η
along the angle map, means that the push-forward of η along the projection
to the surface X is an average of the fiber measures with respect to ν. Since
ν-a.e. fiber measure is area measure, η is also area measure.

4.1. Technical lemmas on saddle connections. The goal of this subsection is
to establish Lemma 4.3, which says that saddle connections do not concentrate
around singular points and will be needed in the proof of Theorem 1.1 below.
We establish Lemma 4.3 as a consequence of Lemma 4.2, which in turn follows
from Lemma 4.1.

Lemma 4.1 says that the number of times that a saddle connection can hit a
short segment is small relative to the length of the saddle connection. Its proof
has the most substance, and we give it first.

LEMMA 4.1. Let s be a saddle connection on X , and let a be a straight segment
(i.e., geodesic with respect to the flat metric) avoiding the singular set Σ and not
parallel to s. Then

#(s ∩a)

|s| ≤
( |a|+1

`(X )

)2

.

Proof. The idea of the proof is that if s intersects a too many times, between
some pair of intersection points we could find a short segment of s, which to-
gether with the segment of a between the two points, would give a short loop
that is not homotopically trivial. Since we need both the part of the loop coming
from a and the part from s to be short, the proof is slightly complicated.

Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that for some saddle connection s, the

inequality above fails. Let K =
( |a|+1
`(X )

)2
. So there are more than K · |s| points in

s ∩ a; label them x1, x2, . . ., in the order in which s (choose some orientation)
hits them. Now divide these into groups Ai of f (K ) consecutive points, where f
is a function of K to be chosen later. The total number of groups is (within 1 of)
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FIGURE 4. Proof of Lemma 4.1. The red points are group A1,
while the blue are A2.

#(s∩a)/ f (K ). We can divide s into #(s∩a)/ f (K ) segments si , where si contains
all the intersection points in Ai . Now

∑
i |si | = |s|, so there is some k such that

|sk | ≤
|s|

#(s ∩a)/ f (K )
< f (K )

K
.

The points in Ak all lie on a, so by pigeonhole there exist two points xi , x j such
that the sub-segment a′ of a joining xi to x j satisfies |a′| ≤ |a|/#Ai = |a|/ f (K ).
Let s′ be the sub-segment of sk ⊂ s connecting xi , x j .

Note that s′∪a′ is a closed loop. We claim that is not null-homotopic. In fact,
if it were, then it would represent the zero element in the relative homology
group H1(X ,Σ;Z), which would imply that the period of the 1-form ω along s′
would equal the negative of the period along a′, but this cannot happen because
s′, a′ are straight segments in non-parallel directions.

On the other hand,

|s′∪a′| = |s′|+ |a′| ≤ |sk |+
|a|

f (K )
< f (K )

K
+ |a|

f (K )
.

Now we choose f (K ) =p
K , which gives

|s′∪a| < 1p
K

+ |a|p
K

= 1p
K

(1+|a|) = `(X ).

This gives a contradiction, since s′ ∪ a can be homotoped into either (i) a
straight periodic orbit avoiding singular points, or (ii) a union of saddle connec-
tions. In both cases, the new path is no longer than the original one. In case (i)
there is a saddle connection in the boundary of the corresponding cylinder of
length less than `(X ), contradiction. In case (ii) one (in fact any) of the saddle
connections in the union has length less than `(X ), again a contradiction.

The next lemma says that the proportion of time a saddle connection spends
in certain small polygons is small.
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LEMMA 4.2. Let Sε be the interior of a polygon on X , all of whose sides are length
ε, and all of whose angles are right angles. Let s be a saddle connection on X that
is not parallel to any of the sides of the polygon. Then, for ε small,

|s ∩Sε|
|s| ≤ 4k

p
2 ·ε(ε+1)2

`(X )2 ,

where 2πk is the maximum cone angle at a singular point of X .

Proof. Note that each component of the intersection s ∩Sε has length at most
ε
p

2, and the number of components of s ∩ Sε is bounded by the sum of the
number of intersection points of s with the sides of the polygon a1, . . . , an . Since
the polygon is small, it contains at most one singular point, and the cone angle
determines the number of sides n, so n ≤ 4k. Applying Lemma 4.1 gives

|s ∩Sε| ≤ ε
p

2
n∑

i=1
#(s ∩ai ) ≤ εp2

n∑
i=1

|s|
( |ai |+1

`(X )

)2

≤ 4k
p

2 · |s| · ε(ε+1)2

`(X )2 ,

and dividing through by |s| gives the desired result.

We now have what we need to prove Lemma 4.3, which was our goal.

LEMMA 4.3. Let Rn be any sequence of positive real numbers tending to infinity.
For the probability measures {ηRn }∞n=1 on T1X ′ (defined at the beginning of this
section), there exists a subsequence {ηRan

} that converges weakly to a probability
measure η.

Proof. Using standard arguments, we first show that a limit measure exists, and
then, using further lemmas below, that the limit is a probability measure.

To construct the subsequence, began by choosing increasing exhausting com-
pact subsets K j ⊂ T1X ′, defined as the set of unit tangent vectors over points of
X whose distance to a point of Σ is at least 1/ j . By Banach-Alaoglu, for each

j we can find a subsequence a j
1 , a j

2 , . . . of the positive integers such that the re-
strictions ηR

a
j
n

|K j converge weakly, as n →∞, to some measure on K j . In fact,

we can choose these such that {a j
n}∞n=1 is a subsequence of {a j ′

n }∞n=1, for j ′ < j .
Let an = an

n be the diagonal sequence. Now let f be a compactly supported
function on T1X ′. Its support is contained in some K j ′ . It follows that the limit
as n → ∞ of

∫
K j

f dηR
a

j
n

exists for all j ≥ j ′, and the value is independent of

j , because the subsequences are nested. This gives us a linear functional on
the set of compactly supported continuous function Cc (T1X ′), which, by the
Riesz-Markov theorem, corresponds to a measure η. By the definition of weak
convergence, the measures ηRan

converge to η.
To show that η is a probability measure, we first note that

η(T1X ′) = lim
n→∞η(Kn) = lim

n→∞ lim
k→∞

ηRak
(Kn) ≤ 1.

For the opposite inequality, we need to rule out “escape of mass” towards the
points of Σ. Fix ε > 0. For each p ∈ Σ, let Sp

ε be a polygon as in Lemma 4.2,
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which contains p in its interior. Let Sε := ⋃
p∈ΣSp

ε , and let Ŝε be the subset of
T1X ′ consisting of vectors lying over points of Sε.

From the definition of the measures µRn and Lemma 4.2, we have

ηRn (Ŝε) =µRn (Sε) = 1

N (X ,Rn)

∑
|s|≤Rn

µs(Sε) = 1

N (X ,Rn)

∑
|s|≤Rn

∑
p∈Σ

|s ∩Sp
ε |

|s|

≤ |Σ|
N (X ,Rn)

( ∑
|s|≤Rn

4k
p

2ε(ε+1)2

`(X )2 +C

)
,

where C is a constant that absorbs the saddle connections s that are parallel
to sides of some Sp

ε . We can choose all the Sε to be dilations of each other, so
there are only finitely many of these bad saddle connections total, hence C can
be chosen independently of ε and n.

Now we can find a j such that K j contains the complement of Ŝε. So by the
above,

η(T1X ′) ≥ η(K j ) = lim
n→∞ηRan

(K j ) ≥ 1− lim
n→∞ηRan

(Ŝε) ≥ 1− 4|Σ|kp2ε(ε+1)2

`(X )2 .

Since the last term can be made arbitrarily close to 1 by choosing ε small, we
conclude that η(T1X ′) ≥ 1, and we are finished showing that η is a probability
measure.

4.2. Completing the proof of Theorem 1.1.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Assume the contrary. Then, by Banach-Alaoglu, we can
find a sequence Rn →∞ such that µRn → µ (weakly), where µ is a probability
measure that is not area measure.

By Lemma 4.3 above, we can find a sequence {an} of positive integers, such
that ηRan

converges weakly to a probability measure η on T1X ′. Now T1X ′ ad-
mits maps

p : T1X ′ → X ′, A : T1X ′ → S1,

where the first is the obvious projection, and the second takes a tangent vector
to its angle. Note that the push-forward p∗ηR =µR , and A∗ηR = νR , the measure
from Theorem 1.5.

By our initial assumption p∗η=µ is not area measure, while by Theorem 1.5,
the pushforward A∗η is in the Lebesgue measure class.

Now we can disintegrate the measure η along the map A, which gives for
each θ ∈ S1 a measure ηθ on T1X ′, supported on the fiber A−1(θ), such that for
any continuous, compactly supported f : T1X ′ →R,∫

T1 X ′
f dη=

∫
S1

(∫
T1 X ′

f dηθ

)
d A∗η.

Now T1X ′ supports a geodesic flow. However, this flow is not defined for all
time, since some orbits land on singular points Σ after finite time (and the flow
cannot be continued in a well-defined manner afterwards). We will say that a
measure π on T1X ′ is locally invariant if for any Borel set U ⊂ T1X ′ such that all
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the tangent vectors lying over points of X ′ that are greater than distance d from
Σ, the time d , as well as time −d , geodesic flow of U (which is well-defined)
has the same π measure as U . We define local invariance of a measure σ on X ′
under the θ-directional flow (for some fixed θ) in an analogous manner.

Now the ηs are locally invariant, since they come from individual saddle con-
nections. It follows that the ηR , and hence η, are also locally invariant. We then
see that for A∗η a.e. θ, the fiber measure ηθ is locally invariant, and for such θ

the projection p∗ηθ is locally invariant with respect to the θ-directional flow on
X ′.

By the main result of [11], for Lebesgue almost every θ ∈ S1, the directional
flow in direction θ is uniquely ergodic. Hence for each such θ, if we could show
that p∗ηθ is actually invariant under directional flow, rather than merely locally
invariant, we could conclude that it has to equal to the area measure λ on X ′.
Since we know p∗ηθ is locally invariant, the only possible obstruction to full
invariance is if p∗ηθ were to give positive mass to the set of points of X ′ that
hit Σ under θ-directional flow. If θ is not a saddle connection direction, then
this implies that some infinite ray, infinite in the backwards direction, and with
forward endpoint on Σ, has positive p∗ηθ mass. But by local invariance (applied
in the backwards direction), this ray would have infinite p∗ηθ measure, while
p∗ηθ is a probability measure. Since the set of saddle connection directions
has zero Lebesgue measure, we conclude that for Lebesgue almost every θ, the
measure p∗ηθ equals λ.

Since A∗η is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, p∗ηθ =
λ holds for A∗η almost every θ. Now we will show that this implies that p∗η
must be area measure, which will be a contradiction. Let g : X → R be any
continuous compactly supported function. Then, using the definition of push-
forward measure, and the disintegration along A, we get∫

X ′
g d p∗η=

∫
T1 X ′

g ◦p dη=
∫

S1

(∫
T1 X ′

g ◦p dηθ

)
d A∗η

=
∫

S1

(∫
X ′

g d p∗ηθ
)

d A∗η=
∫

S1

(∫
X

g dλ

)
d A∗η=

∫
X

g dλ,

so p∗η is area measure, contradiction.

We now describe how the proof of Theorem 1.1 can be modified to work with
any subset of saddle connections that is growing quadratically.

Proof sketch of Theorem 1.3. We suppose, to the contrary, that there is some se-
quence Rn →∞ such that µRn ,S → µ, where µ is a probability measure that is
not area measure. As in the proof above, by moving to the unit tangent bundle
and passing to a further subsequence, we get a measure η on T1X ′. By Theo-
rem 1.8 (Upper bound), the pushforward A∗η to S1 is absolutely continuous
with respect to Lebesgue measure on S1; this is the place where we use the fact
that the collection S grows at least quadratically. Note that, in contrast to the
case where S is the whole set of saddle connections, Lebesgue measure need
not be absolutely continuous with respect to A∗η. For instance, we could take
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S to be the set of saddle connections whose angle is in [0,π], in which case A∗η
would be supported on [0,π].

The rest of the proof is the same—we only ever use that the angle mea-
sure A∗η is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue, which allows us
to apply [11].

5. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.1 VIA SYSTEM OF INTEGRAL INEQUALITIES

5.1. Outline of proof. The proof is typical of the system of integral inequali-
ties approach, and we follow Eskin-Masur [6, Proof of Proposition 7.2] closely,
with the new element being that we work over a fixed interval of angles. In the
process, we will end up proving the sharper and more general Proposition 5.5.

Here is a sketch of the proof of Proposition 2.1, and an outline of the rest of
the paper. The first several steps do not involve the interval I of angles.

• Suppose (unrealistically) that the shortest saddle connection on each
gT rθX is just the image of the shortest saddle connection s on X under
gT rθ. A straightforward SL2(R) calculation gives that in this case we would
actually get exponential decay in T of the integral of 1/` over the whole
circle of radius T . This calculation is done in Section 5.2.

• We will then use a pointwise argument to take care of the case in which
the shortest vector on gT rθX comes from some other s′ on X . The idea is
to combine s, s′ into a complex whose boundary consists of short saddle
connections. The necessary facts about combining complexes are proved
in Section 5.3.

• Our goal is then prove a generalization of the desired theorem with 1/`
replaced by αk , which is defined to be the smallest y such that all com-
plexes of complexity k (and some upper bound on area) have a saddle
connection of length at least y . This generalization is stated at the end of
Section 5.3.

• In Section 5.4 we prove a bound for the integral of αk over a circle of fixed
radius τ in terms of the values of α j , for j ≥ k, at the center of the cir-
cle. This uses the pointwise argument that involves combining complexes.
Unfortunately, there are large terms in the inequality that involve τ.

• To get around this dependence on the radius τ, in Section 5.5, we move
out in many steps of size τ to get to a large arc of radius T , so we can
then think of τ as some constant. This involves some hyperbolic geometry
estimates. This is the first part where we deal with arcs instead of the
whole circle, and certain complications arise. In particular, we have to
replace the interval I with a new interval J of the same length when we
move out in steps.

• Finally, we put everything together in Section 5.6. This will involve down-
wards induction on k, so that we can deal with the higher complexity error
terms that pop up. This step also has some new complications because
we are looking at arcs rather than circles.
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5.2. Decay for a single vector. In this section we fix a saddle connection s on
X and consider the length of the corresponding saddle connection on g t rθX .
This is really just a question about SL2(R).

PROPOSITION 5.1. Fix 0 ≤ δ< 1, and let v be a vector in R2. Then∫ 2π

0

1

‖g t rθv‖1+δdθ ≤ c(δ)
e−t (1−δ)

‖v‖1+δ ,

for all t ≥ 0, where c(δ) is a constant depending only on δ.

Proof. By rotating and scaling, we can assume that v = (1,0). Also, by symmetry,
it suffices to consider [−π/2,π/2] instead of [0,2π] as the domain of integration.
Then ∫ π/2

−π/2

1

‖g t rθv‖1+δ =
∫ π/2

−π/2
(e−2t cos2θ+e2t sin2θ)−(1+δ)/2dθ.

We now divide [−π/2,π/2] into two pieces:

S1 =
{
θ : e−2t cos2θ > e2t sin2θ

}
,

S2 =
{
θ : e−2t cos2θ < e2t sin2θ

}
.

Note that θ ∈ S1 iff θ is very close to 0, and for such angles sinθ ≈ θ and cosθ ≈ 1.
It follows that there are constants c1,c2 such that

[−c1e−2t ,c1e−2t ] ⊂ S1 ⊂ [−c2e−2t ,c2e−2t ].

Now ∫
S1

(e−2t cos2θ+e2t sin2θ)−(1+δ)/2dθ ≤
∫

S1

(e−2t cos2θ)−(1+δ)/2dθ

=O
(
e(1+δ)t |S1|

)
=O

(
e(1+δ)t (2c2e−2t )

)
=O(e−t (1−δ)).

It remains to prove a similar bound for the other part of the domain of integra-
tion. ∫

S2

(e−2t cos2θ+e2t sin2θ)−(1+δ)/2dθ ≤
∫

S2

(e2t sin2θ)−(1+δ)/2dθ

= e−t (1+δ)
∫

S2

|sinθ|−(1+δ)dθ

≤ c ·e−t (1+δ)
∫

S2

|θ|−(1+δ)dθ

≤ 2c ·e−t (1+δ)
∫ π/2

c1e−2t
|θ|−(1+δ)dθ

≤ c ′ ·e−t (1+δ)
[
−|θ|−δ

]
|π/2
c1e−2t

= c ′′ ·e−t (1−δ).

Putting together the two bounds yields the desired result.
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5.3. Complexes of saddle connections. In this section we study certain collec-
tions of saddle connections called complexes. There is no bound over the whole
stratum on the number of saddle connections on X shorter than some specified
ε, since one can find “small” subsurfaces (eg a small cylinder) which contain
lots of short saddle connections. To get around this, we build complexes, which
have a notion of complexity that cannot increase indefinitely.

DEFINITION 5.2. A complex K in X is a closed subset of X whose boundary ∂K
consists of a union of disjoint saddle connections (when we say that two saddle
connections are disjoint, we mean that the interiors are disjoint), such that if
∂K contains three saddle connections that bound a triangle, then the interior
of that triangle is in K . We will denote by |∂K | the length of the longest saddle
connection in ∂K .

DEFINITION 5.3. Given a complex K , the complexity of K is the number of sad-
dle connections needed to triangulate K (a triangulation of a complex K is a
collection S of saddle connections together with a collection of triangles T , with
disjoint interiors, each of whose boundaries consist of elements of S, such that
K = S ∪T ).

Note, by an Euler characteristic argument, the number of saddle connections
in any triangulation of K is independent of the triangulation.

Informally, Proposition 5.4 below says that if we have a complex whose bound-
ary consists of short saddle connections, and we find a short saddle connection
that is either disjoint from the complex or crosses the boundary, then we can
extend the complex to a complex of higher complexity whose boundary saddle
connections are still short. See Figure 5.

PROPOSITION 5.4. Suppose K is complex of complexity k with non-empty bound-
ary, and let σ be a saddle connection which is either disjoint from K or crosses
∂K . Then there is a complex K ′ ⊃ K of complexity i > k such that

(i) |∂K ′| ≤ |∂K |+max(|∂K |, |σ|),
(ii) area(K ′) ≤ area(K )+|∂K |max(|∂K |, |σ|).

Proof sketch (see [6, Proposition 6.2] for full details). We will give the proof in
some (but not all) of the possible cases, to give a reader a flavor of the argu-
ment. If σ is disjoint from K , then we just take K ′ = K ∪σ which has complexity
k +1 and the length of the boundary clearly satisfies the desired inequality (i).
The area does not increase, so (ii) is also satisfied.

If σ crosses ∂K , there are various cases to work out.
Consider first the case where σ has one endpoint in K , and one endpoint,

p, outside of K . Moving from p along σ, let s be the first saddle connection
in K that σ hits. Let σ′ be the segment of σ that goes from p to s. By keeping
the endpoint p of σ′ fixed, and moving the other endpoint of σ a small amount
along s, we get a family of new straight segments that don’t hit singular points
(except at p). Eventually, as we move the endpoint along s, the segment will hit
some singular point q (and q is the first singular point hit, if we start at p and
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move along the segment). If q is not in K , then the segment between p and q is
disjoint from K (since as we move σ′, the first time it hits K in the interior of the
segment must be at a singular point of K ), so we can add the segment, which is
in fact a saddle connection, to the complex. If q is in K , then it must be on the
boundary of K , and again we can the saddle connection connecting p to q to K
to get a new complex. In either case, we may have to add more triangles to the
complex if the three boundary saddle connections are already in the complex.
In both cases, condition (i) is satisfied, since by the triangle inequality, the new
saddle connection added has length at most |σ|+ |s|, and from this we see that
condition (ii) is also satisfied.

The other case is similar.

FIGURE 5. Adding a saddle connection to a complex, in proof
of Proposition 5.4.

While we are primarily interested in studying the function 1/`(X ), where `(X )
is the length of the shortest saddle connection on X , we will be forced to also
consider complexes in which all the boundary saddle connections are short.

Fix δ > 0. Let β = 1/2M+1, where M is the complexity of X . We define a
sequence of functions

αi (X ) = max
K

1

|∂K |1+δ ,

where the max is taken over{
K : K complex in X of complexity i , area(K ) < 2iβ

}
.(10)

For some i , X , if there are no complexes satisfying (10), then we set αi (X ) = 0.
We need the area restriction to keep the complexes from getting too big—in
particular, we need to avoid considering a complex that is equal to the whole
surface. Note that α1(X ) = 1/`(X )1+δ, since a complex of complexity 1 must be
a single saddle connection, and this has zero area.

The following theorem is the main technical result of this article. The proof
will be completed in Section 5.6.
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PROPOSITION 5.5. Fix a stratum H , and 0 < δ < 1/2. We can find a constant
b such that for any interval I ⊂ S1, there exists a constant cI such that for all
X ∈H , ∫

I
αk (gT rθX )dθ < cI ·e−(1−2δ)T

∑
j≥k

α j (X )+b · |I |,

for all T ≥ 0.

Proof of Proposition 2.1 assuming Proposition 5.5. This is just the case k = 1.

5.4. Averaging over a circle of bounded size. Given a function f on H and a
point X ∈H, we let

Avet ( f )(X ) := 1

2π

∫ 2π

0
f (g t rθX )dθ.

PROPOSITION 5.6. Fix H and 0 < δ < 1. There exists C > 0, such that for any
t > 0, there exist constants bt , wt such that for any k and X ∈H ,

Avet (αk )(X ) ≤Ce−t (1−δ)αk (X )+wt
∑
j>k

α j (X )+bt .

Proof. Let K be a complex on X of complexity k realizing the definition of
αk (X ), and let K ′ = K ′(θ) be a complex on g t rθX realizing αk (g t rθX ).

Here is the idea of the proof. The first term on the right hand side of the
bound comes from the case when K ′ = g t rθ(K ); in this case we get a bound
from Proposition 5.1. The second term comes from the case where K ′ is some
other complex; in this case we get a bound by combining (g t rθ)−1K ′ with K to
get a higher complexity complex. For this we assume that ∂K consists of short
saddle connections. The third term handles the case when none of the saddle
connections in K are short.

Let E ⊂ [0,2π) be the set of θ for which K ′ = g t rθK , and let F be the comple-
ment. Then

Avet (αk )(X ) = 1

2π

(∫
E
αk (g t rθX )dθ+

∫
F
αk (g t rθX )dθ

)
.

1. To bound the integral over E we apply Proposition 5.1:∫
E
αk (g t rθX )dθ =

∫
E

min
s∈∂K

1

‖g t rθs‖1+δdθ

≤ min
s∈∂K

∫ 2π

0

1

‖g t rθs‖1+δdθ

≤ min
s∈∂K

c(δ)
e−t (1−δ)

‖s‖1+δ = c(δ)e−t (1−δ)αk (X ).

(11)

2. Now we bound the integral over F in a pointwise fashion. First assume
that

|∂K | ≥ e−2t
√
β.
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Then we get the bound∫
F
αk (g t rθX )dθ ≤

∫ 2π

0
αk (g t rθX )dθ ≤

∫ 2π

0
(e t )1+δαk (X )dθ

≤ 2π(e t )1+δ(e−2t
√
β)−(1+δ) =: bt .

(12)

3. Now assume that

|∂K | ≤ e−2t
√
β.(13)

Note that because of our assumption (10) on the area of the complexes
that we allow in the definition of αk , we know that neither K ,K ′ is all of the
surface, and hence each must have non-empty boundary. It follows that
some saddle connection s̃ in ∂(g t rθ)−1K ′ must either be disjoint from K ,
or cross ∂K . By Proposition 5.4, from s̃ and K we can form a new complex
K̃ on X with complexity i > k such that

|∂K̃ | ≤ |∂K |+max(|∂K |, |s̃|) ≤ |∂K |+max(|∂K |, |∂(g t rθ)−1K ′|)
≤ 2|∂(g t rθ)−1K ′| ≤ 2e t |∂K ′|,

and

area(K̃ ) ≤ area(K )+|∂K |max(|∂K |, |s̃|).(14)

Now K ′ realizes the maximum in the definition of αk (g t rθX ), so in partic-
ular

|∂K ′| ≤ |∂(g t rθK )| ≤ e t |∂K | ≤ e t (e−2t
√
β) = e−t

√
β.

Thus |s̃| ≤ e t |∂K ′| ≤√
β. Starting with the inequality (14), and using bound

on area from (10) together with our assumption (13) on |∂K |, we get

area(K̃ ) ≤ 2kβ+ (e−2t
√
β)max(e−2t

√
β,

√
β)

≤ 2kβ+β< 2k+1β≤ 2iβ.

So the complex K̃ is one of those over which the maximum in the defi-
nition of αi (X ) is taken. Also, since β= 1/2M+1, we have area(K̃ ) < 1, and
hence ∂K̃ must be non-empty. It follows that

αi (X ) ≥ 1

|∂K̃ |1+δ ≥ 1

(2e t )1+δ
1

|∂K ′|1+δ = 1

(2e t )1+δαk (g t rθ(X )).

So

αk (g t rθ(X )) ≤ (2e t )1+δαi (X ).

Using this pointwise bound we get (under the assumption (13)) that

∫
F
αk (g t rθX )dθ ≤

∫
F

(2e t )1+δ ∑
i>k

αi (X ) ≤ 2π(2e t )1+δ ∑
i>k

αi (X ).(15)
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Now we put the three parts together: by (11), (12), and (15), we have

Avet (αk )(X ) ≤ c(δ)

2π
e−t (1−δ)αk (X )+ (2e t )1+δ ∑

i>k
αi (X )+ bt

2π
.

5.5. Averaging over larger arcs. To prove Proposition 5.5, we need to compare
the average of the function αi over an arc from a large circle to the value of αi

at the center of the circle. Proposition 5.6 gives a comparison, but the wt term
means as we make t large we lose control over the size of the average. To get
around this, we move in steps, repeatedly applying Proposition 5.6 over circles
of some fixed size τ. To go from an arc of a circle of radius t to one of radius
t +τ, we need Lemma 5.8 (Shadowing) below. This is one of the steps in the
proof that would be substantially easier if we were working just with the whole
circle I = [0,2π], rather than with any interval of angles.

We first need a preliminary hyperbolic geometry lemma. Let us choose κ>
0 such that for any X ,Y ∈ H that are in the same SL2(R) orbit, and satisfy
d(X ,Y ) < κ, we have 1

2αi (X ) ≤ αi (Y ) ≤ 2αi (X ). Here d(X ,Y ) is defined as the
Teichmüller distance between the projections of X ,Y to the moduli space. Such
a choice of κ is possible because the Teichmüller distance of the projections
controls the ratio of lengths of corresponding saddle connections on the sur-
faces.

Now let U =U (t ,τ,κ) := {
φ : d(gτrφg t X , X ) ≥ t +τ−κ}

. In Figure 6, U is the
set of angles φ corresponding to the dashed segment.

FIGURE 6. Comparing averages for Lemma 5.8 (Shadowing)
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The following lemma is closely related to [6, Lemma 7.6] and results in [1,
Section §4].

LEMMA 5.7. Fix κ > 0. There exists c ′ > 0 such that for all t and all τ we have
|U (t ,τ,κ)| ≥ c ′.

The lemma says that, in the hyperbolic plane, if we consider a circle of radius
t centered at some point p, then at least a definite, positive proportion of any
circle of radius τ centered at a point on the first circle will lie outside the disk of
radius t +τ−κ centered at p. The proportion depends on κ, but not on t or τ.

Proof. Consider the triangle with vertices X , Y := g t X , and Z := gτrφg t X . Note
that |X Y | = t , |Y Z | = τ, and ∠X Y Z = π−φ. Applying the Hyperbolic Law of
Cosines to the triangle X Y Z gives

cosh(X Z ) = cosh(t )cosh(τ)+ sinh(t )sinh(τ)cosφ.

Now for large x, we have that cosh(x) ≈ ex

2 ≈ sinh(x). Using this approximation
we get that

e |X Z |

2
≈

(
e t

2

eτ

2

)
(1+cosφ),

so

|X Z | ≈ t +τ+ log
1+cosφ

2
.

Now φ ∈U iff |X Z | ≥ t +τ−κ. If the above approximation is accurate enough,
we get that |X Z | ≥ t +τ−κ, when |φ| ≤ c ′, for some c ′ independent of t ,τ, as
desired. To justify the approximation, we can absorb the error in a multiplicative
term that is close to 1 when t ,τ are large, and this just makes c ′ smaller by a
multiplicative factor. To handle bounded t ,τ, we make the constant c ′ smaller
if necessary.

LEMMA 5.8 (Shadowing). There exists a constant c2 > 0 such that for any τ ≥ 0
and I ⊂ S1 an interval, there exists t0(τ, |I |) ≥ 0 such that for any X ∈ H , and
t > t0, we have ∫

I
αi (g t+τrθX ) ≤ c2

∫
J

Aveτ(αi )(g t rθX )dθ,

where J ⊂ S1 is an interval (that could depend on all the other parameters) with
|J | = |I |.

The new interval J is needed to take care of possible edge effects near the
boundary of I . The reason that we need to take t sufficiently large is also related
to edge effects. So the statement and proof are more complicated than for I =
[0,2π], since this interval has no boundary.

Proof. We want to parametrize the point gτrφg t rθX by the angle ψ as indicated
in the diagram, i.e., we want gτrφg t rθX = gsrθ+ψX , where s,ψ are functions of
t ,τ,φ. Let Ψ : S1 → S1 be the map taking φ to ψ. On small intervals, this map
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is a diffeomorphism to its image. Now changing the variable from φ to ψ, and
using the defining property of κ, we get

Aveτ(αi )(g t rθX ) ≥ 1

2π

∫
U
αi (gτrφg t rθX )dφ

= 1

2π

∫
Ψ(U )

αi (gτrφ(ψ)g t rθX )

∣∣∣∣ dφ

dψ

∣∣∣∣dψ

≥ 1

2π

∫
Ψ(U )

1

2
αi (g t+τrθ+ψX )

∣∣∣∣ dφ

dψ

∣∣∣∣dψ.

Now, to estimate the right hand term in the statement of the lemma, we let

A =
(
1 1
0 1

)
and perform the linear change of variables

(
θ

ψ

)
7→

(
ξ

ψ

)
= A

(
θ

ψ

)
=

(
θ+ψ
ψ

)
,

where the Jacobian of A is 1. Let 2I be the interval with the same center as I
and twice the length. Integrating the inequality above over θ and performing
this change of variables gives

∫
2I

Aveτ(αi )(g t rθX )dθ ≥
∫

2I

1

4π

∫
Ψ(U )

αi (g t+τrθ+ψX )

∣∣∣∣ dφ

dψ

∣∣∣∣dψdθ

= 1

4π

∫ ∫
A(2I×Ψ(U ))

αi (g t+τrξX )

∣∣∣∣ dφ

dψ
(ψ)

∣∣∣∣dξdψ

= 1

4π

∫
Ψ(U )

∫
ψ+2I

αi (g t+τrξX )

∣∣∣∣ dφ

dψ
(ψ)

∣∣∣∣dξdψ

= 1

4π

∫
Ψ(U )

(∣∣∣∣ dφ

dψ
(ψ)

∣∣∣∣∫
ψ+2I

αi (g t+τrξX )dξ

)
dψ.

(16)

Recall that U , and hence Ψ(U ), depends on t ,τ. Now Ψ(U ) is an interval, and
the largest angle γ ∈ Ψ(U ) corresponds to a ray through X that is tangent to
the smaller circle. Hence we get a hyperbolic right triangle with hypotenuse of
length t , a leg of length τ, and the angle opposite this leg being γ. Hence, by
hyperbolic trigonometry,

sinγ= sinhτ

sinh t
.

We are considering τ as fixed for now. Choose t0 sufficiently large so that for
any t ≥ t0 we have |γ| < |I |/2. For such t , for any ψ ∈Ψ(U ), we get that |ψ| ≤
|γ| < |I |/2, and so ψ+2I ⊃ I . Continuing from (16), we get
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2I

Aveτ(αi )(g t rθX )dθ ≥ 1

4π

∫
Ψ(U )

(∣∣∣∣ dφ

dψ
(ψ)

∣∣∣∣∫
I
αi (g t+τrξX )dξ

)
dψ

= 1

4π

(∫
Ψ(U )

∣∣∣∣ dφ

dψ
(ψ)

∣∣∣∣dψ

)(∫
I
αi (g t+τrξX )dξ

)
= 1

4π

(∫
U

dφ

)∫
I
αi (g t+τrξX )dξ

≥ c ′

4π

∫
I
αi (g t+τrξX )dξ,

(17)

where we have used Lemma 5.7 for the last inequality.
Now we can write 2I as the union of two intervals J1, J2, with |J1| = |J2| = |I |.

Then

max
j=1,2

∫
Ji

Aveτ(αi )(g t rθX ) ≥ 1

2

∫
2I

Aveτ(αi )(g t rθX )

Let J be the interval on which the max is achieved. Combining with (17), we get∫
J

Aveτ(αi )(g t rθX ) ≥ 1

2

∫
2I

Aveτ(αi )(g t rθX ) ≥ c ′

8π

∫
I
αi (g t+τrξX )dξ,

which yields the desired result.

5.6. Completing the proof.

Proof of Proposition 5.5. The strategy is to use Proposition 5.6 repeatedly, mov-
ing out to a large radius arc, applying Lemma 5.8 for comparisons along the way.
This will give an upper bound on the arc integral that has one summand that is
an exponentially decaying term times αk (X ), plus a mess of higher complexity
terms and constants. At every stage, we accumulate higher complexity terms α j ,
j > k. When we have done n stages, there are n higher complexity terms, each
of which is a product of a higher complexity term from an arc corresponding to
i steps, multiplied by n − i decaying terms coming from Proposition 5.6. The
i step arc part we control by downwards induction on k, and the n − i decay-
ing terms each decay a bit faster than a 1 step arc term would. The aggregate
of the n higher complexity terms is thus bounded by a geometric series times∑

j>k α j (X ), and the series decays around as fast as the αk (X ) term. We can’t get
all the way back to the center X , because of the lower bound on t needed to ap-
ply Lemma 5.8 (this is an additional place where the proof is more complicated
than for I = [0,2π]). So we stop at some arc whose radius depends on |I |, and
then approximate αk on this arc by a large factor (depending on I ) multiplied
by αk (X ).

So we proceed by downwards induction on k. The statement is trivial when
k > M (recall that M is the complexity of the whole surface X ), because for
this k we have defined αk (X ) = 0 for all X . So assume the result holds for all
j > k, and we will prove it for k. Consider fixing τ > 0. Let m be the smallest
positive integer such that (m −1)τ> t0(τ, |I |), where t0 is the function given by
Lemma 5.8 (Shadowing). Using Lemma 5.8, and then Proposition 5.6, we have
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that for any n ≥ m,∫
I
αk (gnτrθX )dθ ≤ c2

∫
J

Aveτ(αk )(g(n−1)τrθX )dθ

≤ c2

∫
J

(
Ce−τ(1−δ)αk (g(n−1)τrθX )+wτ

∑
j>k
α j (g(n−1)τrθX )+bτ

)
dθ

= c2Ce−τ(1−δ)
∫

J
αk (g(n−1)τrθX )dθ

+ c2wτ

(∑
j>k

∫
J
α j (g(n−1)τrθX )

)
dθ+|J |c2bτ.

Applying the inductive hypothesis to the terms in the middle sum, enlarging the
constants bτ, wτ = wτ,I , and using the fact that |J | = |I |, we get∫

I
αk (gnτrθX )dθ ≤ c ·e−τ(1−δ)

∫
J
αk (g(n−1)τrθX )dθ

+wτ,I

(∑
j>k

(e−(1−2δ))(n−1)τα j (X )

)
+|I |bτ,

where the constant c is independent of τ. This holds for any n ≥ m, and we can
replace I by any interval of the same length (which might entail a different J ,
but m only depends on the length |I |). Let Jn−1 = J . Repeatedly applying the
inequality for n − 1,n −2, . . . ,m, with I replaced by Jn−1, Jn−2, . . . , Jm (the new
intervals we get at each stage, which all have length |I |), we get∫

I
αk (gnτrθX )dθ ≤

(
ce−τ(1−δ)

)n−m+1
∫

Jm−1

αk (g(m−1)τrθX )dθ

+wτ,I
∑
j>k

(
e−τ(1−2δ)(n−1) +e−τ(1−2δ)(n−2)ce−τ(1−δ)

+e−τ(1−2δ)(n−3)(ce−τ(1−δ))2 +·· ·
)
α j (X )

+|I |bτ
(
1+ ce−τ(1−δ) + (ce−τ(1−δ))2 +·· ·

)
.

The common ratio in the first geometric series is ce−τδ, while in the second it
is ce−τ(1−δ). By choosing τ sufficiently large, we can make both of these ratios
less than 1/2 (here we use that δ> 0), and then each of the series is bounded by
(twice) the first term. For new constants wτ,bτ, we get∫

I
αk (gnτrθX )dθ ≤

(
ce−τ(1−δ)

)n−m+1
∫

Jm−1

αk (g(m−1)τrθX )dθ

+wτ,I ·
∑
j>k

α j (X )e−τ(1−2δ)(n−1) +|I |bτ.
(18)
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Since αk is defined in terms of saddle connection lengths, αk (g(m−1)τrθX ) ≤
e(m−1)ταk (X ), and so∫

Jm−1

αk (g(m−1)τrθX )dθ ≤ (2π)e(m−1)ταk (X ).

Now take τ large enough so that c < eτδ and continue from (18) to get∫
I
αk (gnτrθX )dθ ≤

(
ce−τ(1−δ)

)n−m+1
(2π)e(m−1)ταk (X )

+wτ,I ·
∑
j>k

α j (X )e−τ(1−2δ)(n−1) +|I |bτ

≤
(
e−τ(1−2δ)

)n (
e−τ(1−2δ)

)−m+1
(2π)e(m−1)ταk (X )

+wτ,I ·eτ(1−2δ)
∑
j>k

α j (X )e−τ(1−2δ)n +|I |bτ

≤ cτ,me−τ(1−2δ)n
∑
j≥k

α j (X )+|I |bτ,

where cτ,I is a constant depending on τ, I (this constant also absorbs the wτ,I

term in the above). Taking T = nτ gives the desired result.

6. OPEN QUESTIONS

QUESTION 6.1. Do the measures νR on S1 coming from angles of saddle con-
nections converge weakly to Lebesgue measure as R → ∞, for every surface
X ?

We could answer this affirmatively using the Eskin-Masur counting strategy
if we knew that for every interval I , the “arcs” {gT rθX : θ ∈ I } became equidis-
tributed in the orbit closure SL2(R)X as T →∞. The question of equidistribu-
tion of arcs is connected to horocycle flow invariant measures on H , since a
large arc in a certain sense looks like a long piece of horocycle. Proving results
about the structure of horocycle flow invariant measures has proved to be a
difficult challenge.

QUESTION 6.2. Do the measures ηR on T1X ′, defined in Section 4, converge
weakly to the uniform measure on T1X ′ (that is, the measure which is locally
the product of area measure on X ′ and the Lebesgue measure on the tangent
circle coming from the metric; in some contexts, this is known as Liouville
measure)?

Since νR is the push-forward of ηR under the map taking a tangent vector to
its angle, an affirmative answer to Question 6.2 implies an affirmative answer
to Question 6.1. On the other hand, if we know for a particular surface X that
νR converges weakly to Lebesgue measure on S1, adapting the argument in the
proof of Theorem 1.1, we could conclude that the measures ηR for X converge
to uniform measure on T1X ′. In particular, since for almost every X in a stra-
tum, νR converges to Lebesgue on S1 (see [18], Theorem 1.9), we know that the
answer to Question 6.2 is yes for almost every X .
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The following question concerns equidistribution of subsets of saddle con-
nections that could be growing slightly slower than quadratically.

QUESTION 6.3. Using the notation of Theorem 1.3, let S be a subset of saddle
connections on X for which

lim
R→∞

log NS(R)

logR
= 2.

Do the measures µR,S on X coming from averaging uniform measure on the
elements of S converge weakly to area measure on X , as R →∞ ?

For instance, the question encompasses the case where NS(R) is growing like
R2

logR . This question is motivated by a phenomenon for hyperbolic surfaces in
which collections of closed geodesics whose growth rate is within (for instance)
a polynomial factor of the (exponential) growth rate of all the closed geodesics
still become equidistributed on the surface.
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